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Leading landscape photographers Diane Cook and Len Jenshel present Wise
Trees—a stunning photography book containing more than 50 historical trees with
remarkable stories from around the world. Supported by grants from the
Expedition Council of the National Geographic Society, Cook and Jenshel spent
two years traveling to fifty-nine sites across five continents to photograph some of
the world’s most historic and inspirational trees. Trees, they tell us, can live
without us, but we cannot live without them. Not only do trees provide us with the
oxygen we breathe, food gathered from their branches, and wood for both fuel
and shelter, but they have been essential to the spiritual and cultural life of
civilizations around the world. From Luna, the Coastal Redwood in California that
became an international symbol when activist Julia Butterfly Hill sat for 738 days
on a platform nestled in its branches to save it from logging, to the Bodhi Tree,
the sacred fig in India that is a direct descendent of the tree under which Buddha
attained enlightenment, Cook and Jenshel reveal trees that have impacted and
shaped our lives, our traditions, and our feelings about nature. There are also
survivor trees, including a camphor tree in Nagasaki that endured the atomic
bomb, an American elm in Oklahoma City, and the 9/11 Survivor Tree, a Callery
pear at the 9/11 Memorial. All of the trees were carefully selected for their role in
human dramas. This project both reflects and inspires awareness of the enduring
role of trees in nurturing and sheltering humanity. Photographers,
environmentalists, history buffs, and nature-lovers alike will appreciate the
extraordinary stories found within the pages of Wise Trees!
"The magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie away to Greenland where they
discover they've traveled back in time to meet Lief Erikson"-During World War II, Colonel Richard Cantwell, an American soldier, falls in love
with a young Italian countess in Venice
A fact-filled story about a little girl and an evergreen tree that grow up side by
side. Perfect for anyone who loves the natural world--or wonders about the
origins of their holiday tree. On the morning little Zee Cooper is born, a Douglasfir seedling emerges from the nursery bed at her family's Christmas tree farm. As
Zee and the tree grow up together, they experience many of the same
milestones. When Zee starts preschool, her tree is ready to start life outside the
nursery. As Zee outgrows all her clothes, her tree grows taller, too. When Zee
gets a whole new look for kindergarten, her tree gets a spiffy transformation as
well. And as the years go on, Zee takes loving care of her tree, watering it
through heat waves and protecting it from winter winds. Combining interesting
details about how trees are grown and cared for on a farm with the sweet story of
a friendship between a girl and her special tree, Zee Grows a Tree offers a blend
of fiction and nonfiction that will draw the interest of young nature lovers
everywhere. In the back of the book, readers will find an index, bibliography, and
an author's note suggesting some ways to enjoy a holiday tree without cutting
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one down.
Take an inspiring walk with legendary photographer Daido Moriyama while he
explains his groundbreaking approach to street photography. For over half a
century, Moriyama has provided a distinct vision of Japan and its people. Here he
offers a unique opportunity for fans to learn about his methods, the cameras he
uses, and the journeys he takes with a camera.
Story originally published: New York: Alfred A. Knopf, A1972.
The protagonists of these nine short stories learn to accept the harsh loneliness
of life
All living creatures have a special place in the world in this extraordinary
exploration of the concept of self for very young readers. Only I know how to be
me. Only you know how to be you. Trees have leaves that turn sunshine into
food. Amazing! Birds build nests, sing songs, hatch eggs, and fly. Dogs are our
friends and can move their ears to tell us how they feel, while fish live in water,
flashing like jewels. As for people, every person on Earth is different, each with
their own thoughts and feelings. With a simple narrative and joyful, welcoming
illustrations celebrating a world full of remarkable creatures, Mary Murphy
reminds little ones that we are all unique, and that we are the only ones who
know how to be us.
Additional series numbering from publisher's website.
Many different types of wildlife live in and around a tree that is their home, from chipmunks and
woodpeckers to ants and spiders.
Do I have a child? Julia DeSmit knew she would face the question eventually, but she didnt
expect it now. At twenty-four, she is finally content with the way her life has unfolded. A single
mother to her son and young brother, she works at the local grocery store while chipping away
at a two-year degree. All her free time is spent with her unorthodox familyher boys, her
grandmother, and her boyfriend of five years. Its not perfect, but Julia is happier than ever. So
when she receives the cryptic e-mail from her sons father, Julias world is turned upside down.
She hasnt heard from Parker since he left her in a college parking lot nearly six years ago. But
one look at her sonthe spitting image of his fatheris enough to convince her that, for better or
worse, Parker is a part of their story. Faced with this new reality and an unexpected tragedy,
Julia begins a tightrope walk between what was and what is, what she hopes for and what will
be.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the world's leading forest ecologist who forever
changed how people view trees and their connections to one another and to other living things
in the forest—a moving, deeply personal journey of discovery Suzanne Simard is a pioneer on
the frontier of plant communication and intelligence; she's been compared to Rachel Carson,
hailed as a scientist who conveys complex, technical ideas in a way that is dazzling and
profound. Her work has influenced filmmakers (the Tree of Souls of James Cameron's Avatar)
and her TED talks have been viewed by more than 10 million people worldwide. Now, in her
first book, Simard brings us into her world, the intimate world of the trees, in which she
brilliantly illuminates the fascinating and vital truths--that trees are not simply the source of
timber or pulp, but are a complicated, interdependent circle of life; that forests are social,
cooperative creatures connected through underground networks by which trees communicate
their vitality and vulnerabilities with communal lives not that different from our own. Simard
writes--in inspiring, illuminating, and accessible ways—how trees, living side by side for
hundreds of years, have evolved, how they perceive one another, learn and adapt their
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behaviors, recognize neighbors, and remember the past; how they have agency about the
future; elicit warnings and mount defenses, compete and cooperate with one another with
sophistication, characteristics ascribed to human intelligence, traits that are the essence of civil
societies--and at the center of it all, the Mother Trees: the mysterious, powerful forces that
connect and sustain the others that surround them. Simard writes of her own life, born and
raised into a logging world in the rainforests of British Columbia, of her days as a child spent
cataloging the trees from the forest and how she came to love and respect them—embarking on
a journey of discovery, and struggle. And as she writes of her scientific quest, she writes of her
own journey--of love and loss, of observation and change, of risk and reward, making us
understand how deeply human scientific inquiry exists beyond data and technology, that it is
about understanding who we are and our place in the world, and, in writing of her own life, we
come to see the true connectedness of the Mother Tree that nurtures the forest in the profound
ways that families and human societies do, and how these inseparable bonds enable all our
survival.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a
new, easy-to-use numbering system! Merlin sends Jack and Annie on a mysterious mission to
Paris, France, over a 100 years ago. There they must find four magicians and give them an
urgent message from Merlin himself. When Jack and Annie land in Paris, they make their way
to the 1889 World’s Fair. Below the Eiffel Tower, built especially for the fair, there are
thousands of exhibits from all over the world. But how will Jack and Annie find the magicians in
the crowds of people? And who are the magicians anyway? Jack and Annie are about to find
out in another adventure filled with history, magic, and amazing surprises! Formerly numbered
as Magic Tree House #35, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #7:
Night of the New Magicians. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every
kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced
reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie
at MagicTreeHouse.com!
In this delightful exploration of the seasons in nature, an oak tree and its animal inhabitants
change and grow over the course of a year — just like their human neighbors! A large oak tree
stands near an empty house. Like the house, it provides shelter and a place to raise a family.
From its branches to its roots, six animals share the tree as a home. We follow the tree and the
animals — a raccoon, opossum, acorn weevil, gray squirrel, blue jay, chipmunk — through the
four seasons. Meanwhile, in the illustrations, we watch as a human family moves into the
empty house, grows and adapts over time. Trees and animals — including humans! — follow life
cycles across the seasons. Kids will love exploring nature’s parallel lives.
A Tree of NightAnd Other StoriesNight TreeHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
My mother made a snap decision. How could we know it would change us forever? 'Brimming
with curiosity and wonder.' Irish Times 'Lushly atmospheric.' Daily Mail 'Thoroughly gripping.'
Lucy Caldwell 'Brilliant.' Sara Baume Rage. That's the feeling engulfing the car as Ellen's
mother swerves over to the hard-shoulder and orders her daughter out onto the roadside.
Ignoring the protests of her other children, she accelerates away, leaving Ellen standing on the
gravel verge in her school pinafore and knee socks as the light fades. What would you do as
you watch your little sister getting smaller in the rear view window? How far would you be
willing to go to help her? The Gallagher children are going to find out. This moment is the
beginning of a summer that will change everything.

In this charming bedtime rhyme, a group of merry-making tree frogs fall out of a tree
and must band together to find their way back home before nightfall. Little ones and
grownups alike will enjoy reading this rhyming tree frog adventure that has a lesson in
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leadership and some ordinal counting tucked inside.
Jack and Annie travel to a monastery in the Swiss Alps where, with the help of St.
Bernard dogs and magic, they seek the second of four special objects necessary to
break the spell on the wizard Merlin's beloved penguin, Penny.
Benton Kirby is in a spot of bother... His life hasn't exactly gone to plan. This is hardly
surprising, however, as he never really had one in the first place. Armed with a
philosophy degree, a dead fiancé, a brother who drives Death around London in his
black cab, and a girlfriend with a history of suicidal pets, Benton - ambitionless and
emotionally disengaged - embarks, for no apparent reason, on an affair with a beautiful,
sexually adventurous, Korean virgin. Following a strange snowballing of even stranger
events, he finds himself, at last, exactly not where he ever imagined he would be, up a
tree at night in the park with a hedgehog...
This inventive picture book relays the events of two hundred years from the unique
perspective of a magnificent oak tree, showing how much the world can transform from
a single vantage point. From 1775 to the present day, this fascinating framing device
lets readers watch as human and animal populations shift and the landscape transitions
from country to city. Methods of transportation, communication and energy use
progress rapidly while other things hardly seem to change at all. This engaging, eyeopening window into history is perfect for budding historians and nature enthusiasts
alike, and the time-lapse quality of the detail-packed illustrations will draw readers in as
they pore over each spread to spot the changes that come with each new era. A factfilled poster is included to add to the fun.
The magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back in time to feudal Japan where the
siblings learn about the ways of the Ninja.
This fable of a little leaf looking for his purpose will delight children and their caretakers.
The whirling, swirling adventures of an ordinary little leaf high on a tree, struggling to
find its purpose. The leaf watches baby birds break out of their shells and grow until
they learn to fly. Caterpillars wrap themselves in silk and emerge as magnificent
butterflies. Warm sunny days get shorter and windy chilly nights grow longer. The little
leaf is terribly worried that it should be transforming too. It no longer noticed anything
other than the thoughts spinning in its head. The leaf held on to the tree with all its
might, growing exhausted as increasingly cooler winds blew. Then one day, the leaf
noticed it had become a beautiful crimson color. And it became aware that maybe,
maybe it was time for the leaf to fly too. The leaf was very tired, so it just let go. As it
danced and twirled to the ground in the amber sunlight, the leaf finally learns its own
unique purpose.
A special edition for adults of Katherine Applegate's New York Times-bestselling novel
about an oak tree and a crow who help their neighbors embrace their differences. Trees
can't tell jokes, but they can certainly tell stories. . . . Red is an oak tree who is many
rings old. Red is the neighborhood "wishtree"—people write their wishes on pieces of
cloth and tie them to Red's branches. Along with a crow named Bongo and other
animals who seek refuge in Red's hollows, this wishtree watches over the
neighborhood. When a new family moves in, not everyone is welcoming, and Red's
experience as a wishtree is more important than ever. With a message of inclusion for
dreamers and welcomers, this is a book for our lives and times. "A beautifully written,
morally bracing story that will leave its imprint on a reader of any age." —The New York
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Times Book Review
Simple text reveals the benefits of planting a single tree, both to those who see it grow
and to the world as a whole.

A family makes its annual pilgrimage to decorate an evergreen tree with food for
the forest animals at Christmastime.
National Book Award Winner, PEN America Award Winner, and New York Times
Bestseller! Perfect for fans of This Is Us, Robin Benway’s beautiful interweaving
story of three very different teenagers connected by blood explores the meaning
of family in all its forms—how to find it, how to keep it, and how to love it. Being
the middle child has its ups and downs. But for Grace, an only child who was
adopted at birth, discovering that she is a middle child is a different ride
altogether. After putting her own baby up for adoption, she goes looking for her
biological family, including— Maya, her loudmouthed younger bio sister, who has
a lot to say about their newfound family ties. Having grown up the snarky
brunette in a house full of chipper redheads, she’s quick to search for traces of
herself among these not-quite-strangers. And when her adopted family’s longburied problems begin to explode to the surface, Maya can’t help but wonder
where exactly it is that she belongs. And Joaquin, their stoic older bio brother,
who has no interest in bonding over their shared biological mother. After
seventeen years in the foster care system, he’s learned that there are no heroes,
and secrets and fears are best kept close to the vest, where they can’t hurt
anyone but him. Don't miss this moving novel that addresses such important
topics as adoption, teen pregnancy, and foster care.
THE STORY: In the first section of the play Mr. Capote is writing with an original,
offbeat humor that seems completely irresponsible. It has been gathered out of
his vagrant memories and turned into comedy. But he has something more than
a frolic
Jack and Annie must travel back in time to New Orleans in 1915 to help a
teenaged Louis Armstrong fulfill his destiny and become the "King of Jazz."
A young child looks for the perfect tree to climb and, along the way, counts
animals from one to five in this engaging, rhythmic story. Filled with colorful
animals to count and name, this bouncing tale will encourage even the youngest
listeners to chime in. Full-color illustrations.
On a wintry night in 1831, a man named Charlie Silver was murdered with an axe
and his body burned in a cabin in the mountains of North Carolina. His young
wife, Frankie Silver, was tried and hanged for the crime. In later years people
claimed that a tree
Good Night Christmas Tree highlights Christmas tree farms, trimming the tree,
decorating, creating homemade ornaments, Christmas lights, putting presents
under the tree, city Christmas trees, country trees, Christmas Eve, Christmas
carolers, and more. This charming holiday board book will have young and old
jumping for Christmas joy as the tree goes up and ornaments come out. Never
stop decorating! This book is part of the bestselling Good Night Our World series,
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which includes hundreds of titles exploring iconic locations and exciting themes.
This mini book features beautifully illustrated words from a well-loved Christmas
poem. Use the gold ribbon loop to hang the book on your Christmas tree, then
take it down and read the lyrical story with your little ones--or enjoy a festive
singalong with friends! The cover features gold foil stars that will glisten on your
tree.
"Fans of R.J. Palacio's Wonder will appreciate this feel-good story of friendship and
unconventional smarts." --Kirkus Reviews Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of
smart people. Every time she lands in a new school, she is able to hide her inability to
read by creating clever yet disruptive distractions. She is afraid to ask for help; after all,
how can you cure dumb? However, her newest teacher Mr. Daniels sees the bright,
creative kid underneath the trouble maker. With his help, Ally learns not to be so hard
on herself and that dyslexia is nothing to be ashamed of. As her confidence grows, Ally
feels free to be herself and the world starts opening up with possibilities. She discovers
that there's a lot more to her--and to everyone--than a label, and that great minds don't
always think alike. The author of the beloved One for the Murphys gives readers an
emotionally-charged, uplifting novel that will speak to anyone who's ever thought there
was something wrong with them because they didn't fit in. This paperback edition
includes The Sketchbook of Impossible Things and discussion questions. A New York
Times Bestseller! * "Unforgettable and uplifting."--School Library Connection, starred
review * "Offering hope to those who struggle academically and demonstrating that a
disability does not equal stupidity, this is as unique as its heroine."--Booklist, starred
review * "Mullaly Hunt again paints a nuanced portrayal of a sensitive, smart girl
struggling with circumstances beyond her control." --School Library Journal, starred
review
How are the stars counted? Where are all the answers to life's mysteries? Who can
catch a whale with a fish hook? what is meant by seasons? Everything is symbolic of
our own lives. A Tree and Its Fruit is as symbolic as where the roots are planted and
what they are planted in. This book explores the many open doors of different
possibilities to unanswered questions in which we find peace.Definitions and truths
behind symbolism reveals occurrences that exist in our lives everyday. This book is an
enlightenment of simple facts that will awaken you to understanding those things that
surround us.
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in
ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers and lifelong fans to continue the
legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even wider audience.
Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other than
hardcover. Since it was first published fifty years ago, Shel Silverstein's poignant
picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching interpretation of the gift of
giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel
Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's book author and illustrator
began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books
including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece,
The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of
classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling
Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss
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these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!
"A rediscovered treasure." — Maureen Corrigan, Washington Post From Betty Smith,
author of the beloved classic A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, comes a poignant story of love,
marriage, poverty, and hope set in 1920s Brooklyn. Tomorrow Will Be Better tells the
story of Margy Shannon, a shy but joyfully optimistic young woman just out of school
who lives with her parents and witnesses how a lifetime of hard work, poverty, and pain
has worn them down. Her mother's resentment toward being a housewife and her
father's inability to express his emotions result in a tense home life where Margy has no
voice. Unable to speak up against her overbearing mother, Margy takes refuge in her
dreams of a better life. Her goals are simple—to find a husband, have children, and live
in a nice home—one where her children will never know the terror of want or the need to
hide from quarreling parents. When she meets Frankie Malone, she thinks her dreams
might be fulfilled, but a devastating loss rattles her to her core and challenges her lifelong optimism. As she struggles to come to terms with the unexpected path her life has
taken, Margy must decide whether to accept things as they are or move firmly in the
direction of what she truly wants. Rich with the flavor of its Brooklyn background, and
filled with the joys and heartbreak of family life, Tomorrow Will Be Better is told with a
simplicity, tenderness, and warmhearted humor that only Betty Smith could write.
A madcap tale of fog and phantoms Opie and Aunt Etta think there's something funny
going on when Professor Pepper announces that he's going to raise the ghost of a
dead outlaw--live on stage. Can Opie cut through all t he fog to get to the bottom of the
professor's plans? See the Ghost of Crookneck John! That's what Professor Pepper's
sign promises, and Opie can hardly wait to see such a sight. But the unseen specter
escapes from his coffin during the show, and if that weren't bad enough, the town bank
is robbed too! Is Crookneck John a bandit from beyond the grave--or is more than the
fog being pulled over the townsfolk's' eyes? A reissue of one of Sid Fleischman's early
novels.
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